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Abstract

This research work investigated the axial crushing behavior of a circular aluminum extrusion

in alloy AA6063-T5 filled with polymeric foam and a glass-fiber structure. The components

were experimentally tested under quasi-static and impact loading conditions supported by a

material testing campaign. Energy absorption, crush force efficiency and specific energy

absorption were experimentally measured in order to assess the performance of a design

proposal. Besides, the interaction effects between the different materials has been analyzed

in depth and compared to the results for aluminum foam filled extrusions available in the

literature. The confinement effect of the foam on the glass fiber plates has been found to

have a very remarkable contribution to the energy absorption levels of the component,

whereas a negligible foam-extrusion interaction was observed due to the gaps in the initial

geometry of the specimen. The investigated component show an overall good performance,

specially in terms of crush force efficiency. However, the specific energy absorption of

the component was reduced by approximately 10 % compared to the aluminum extrusion

alone.
Keywords: Crashworthiness, aluminum extrusion, glass-fiber, polymeric foam,

experimental testing

1. Introduction

Aluminum and structural foams are materials which have gained great popularity in the

automotive industry over the past 10-15 years. The first offers a very remarkable weight

saving compared to steel and the latter allows to improve the stiffness of specific areas like
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the top parts of the A and B pillars, increasing their bending stiffness [1, 2]. One particular

field in which both materials are particularly useful is in crash boxes of vehicles, since

aluminum crash boxes are able to absorb a high amount of energy with a reduced weight.

Foams are usually regarded as a filling for these members.

The first investigations on the energy absorption of thin-walled metal tubes date from

the 1960’s with the works by J. M. Alexander [3], who obtained also a theoretical expression

for the mean crushing force of circular tubes. This expression was later improved in the

works by Wierzbicki and Abramowicz [4, 5] and extended to square sections. Additional

experimental testing campaigns carried out in the 1980s and 1990s [6–9] validated the

quality of the theoretical predictions.

Regarding the use of foams as a filling for the crash-absorbing parts, the first studies

date from the late 1980s by Reid et al. [10, 11]. Later comprehensive investigations by

Hanssen et al. in the 2000’s must be highlighted as well. In these, the authors studied

experimentally the crashworthiness of aluminum extrusions filled with aluminum foam,

and proposed a design formula which also takes into account the strong interaction effect

between the foam and the thin walls of the extrusion. This effect had a very noticeable

contribution to the energy absorption levels of their designs. Square [12] and circular [13]

foam-filled sections were studied, and numerical models were calibrated by Santosa et al.

to support this research campaign [14]. A parallel experimental and numerical study on

the axial crushing of steel members filled with high-density aluminum foam was carried

out by Seizberger et al. in 2000 [15]. Finally, Reyes et al. investigated the oblique loading

of foam-filled aluminum extrusions [16]. The main conclusion of these works was that the

absorbed energy can be increased with the foam filler but the increase in weight generally

decreases the efficiency of the filled tube when compared to the empty extrusion.

Polymeric foams are a good alternative to the aluminum foam as an inner reinforcement

for crash boxes. In 1986, the works by Reid et al. [10, 11] firstly explored this possibility

with polyurethane foams of different densities, and stating some simple theoretical models

for the interaction effect. A literature review shows that a considerable effort has been

made since then in the mechanical characterization of these materials at different strain

rates [17–20], but only a reduced number of studies can be found on its application to crash

boxes. These studies included foam-filled composite profiles ([21, 22]) and the work by

Costas et al. [23] where a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foam considered as an inner

reinforcement for steel tubes showed good results. The design proposed in the present

work arises from the good performance of PET foam and glass-fiber filled steel tubes
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investigated in [23].

The specimens studied in the present work include also an additional inner reinforcement

of fiberglass sheets. A large number of works are present in the literature also for fiber-

reinforced metal tubes, most of them focusing on tubes reinforced with externally bonded

fibers. This offers the possibility of increasing the crushing force levels with a high-

strength, lightweight material. As for the empty and foam-filled extrusions, early theoretical

expressions for the mean crushing load of externally reinforced metal tubes can be found

in the works by Hanefi and Wierzbicki [24]. Later work by Song et al. [25] extended

the formulation to impact loads by accounting for the strain-rate sensitivity of metals.

References on the assessment of different design proposals can be found on either carbon

[26, 27] or glass-fiber reinforced polymers [28, 29]. The inner reinforcement of metal tubes

with composite structures is more uncommon, but some recent references can be found in

[30, 31].

In [23], the authors claimed that steel tubes internally reinforced with a glass fiber

reinforced polyamide (GFRP) structure or a PET-based foam increased their specific energy

absorption compared to the steel tubes alone. This enhancement was mainly due to the

contribution of the reinforcement itself to the energy absorption and the well-known

interaction between the foam and metal parts. However, it was observed that the efficiency

of the design with an inner GFRP structural reinforcement could be significantly enhanced

with some kind of constraining or confinement system which prevented the GFRP parts to

fall apart after incipient fracture. With this motivation, the present work combined both

materials (PET foam and GFRP). These were enclosed in an aluminum circular extrusion

without bonding, and the interaction effect has been analyzed.

The crash box shown in Figure 1a consists of an AA6063-T5 aluminum extrusion

internally reinforced with a structure made of a glass-fiber reinforced polyamide. The gaps

between both parts are then partially filled with polymeric foam prisms. To simplify the

manufacturing process, these foam prisms were cut in triangular sections and inserted in

the structure, so the contact is not closed between foam and aluminum. The total length

of the component was 350mm and its mass was equal to 1736 g. The length of the foam

prisms was equal to the total length of the component, and the length of the GFRP plates

was reduced to 348mm to avoid an overlapping of the initial peak forces of the extrusion

and the GFRP.
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(a) Cross-section of the crash box. (b) GFRP assembly.

Figure 1: Cross-section of the proposed crash box made of aluminum (gray), polymeric foam (dotted) and

GFRP plates (black) and assembly scheme. Dimensions in millimeters.

2. Material behavior

In order to help to understand the performance of the proposed design, a test campaign

was planned to obtain the mechanical properties of the selected materials. These tests and

their results are described next.

2.1. AA6063-T5 aluminum alloy extrusion

Since the material properties of metals have a strong dependency on the industrial

production process, material specimens extracted from the same extruded circular hollow

aluminum sections employed for the crash boxes were tested. These extractions were made

so that their longitudinal axis was aligned with the extrusion direction of the tubes, which

inevitably leads to a certain curvature of the specimens. The detailed geometry of the

tensile specimens is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Dimensions of the AA6063-T5 tensile specimens extracted from the tubes in their longitudinal

direction, in millimeters.
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Tensile tests have been performed on three specimens at a constant rate of 1mm/min

and true stress-strain curves were obtained, provided in Figure 3. Strain values were

measured with an extensometer, so they are valid up to diffuse necking only.
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Figure 3: AA6063-T5 extrusion true stress-strain curves obtained from experimental tensile tests on specimens

extracted from circular hollow extrusion.

The high yield strength and reduced hardening shown in Figure 3 are common for

tempers T5 and T6 in the 6xxx series. Some useful mechanical properties have been

obtained from these tests and included in Table 1. Negligible strain rate sensitivity was

expected, as usually happens with 6xxx alloys [32, 33].

Property Value

Density [t/m3] 2.56

Young’s modulus [GPa] 53.85

Poisson ratio 0.33

Initial yield stress [MPa] 225.00

Table 1: Material properties of aluminum alloy AA6063-T5 in circular hollow extrusion.

2.2. Glass-fiber reinforced polyamide

The first reinforcement part was made of a glass-fiber reinforced polyamide with

commercial name Ultramid A3WG10 BK00564 (BASF). This material consists of a 50%

glass fiber reinforced PA66 in which very short fibers with random orientations are chopped
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into a polyamide matrix. The parts were built by injecting 3-millimeter thick plates,

cutting them and assembling the three elements required for each tube in the way shown in

Figure 1b. Some tensile tests on plane specimens at different strain rates were conducted to

get some information about its behavior, even though higher strain rates were reached in the

component impact tests. The dimensions of the plane specimens are plotted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Dimensions of the GFRP plane tensile specimens, in millimeters.

The material was tested in tension up to failure at strain rates of 3.25×10−5, 3.25×10−4

and 8.12×10−3 s−1, which correspond to test speeds of 0.2, 2 and 50mm/min, respectively.

Three repetitions were made for each speed, and representative curves are plotted in

Figure 5.

In view of the curves, the material exhibits a certain degree of strain rate sensitivity

for the ε̇ levels tested. A value of 15.48GPa is obtained for the Young’s modulus, which

indicates a relatively stiff thermoplastic material. Its density (1.55 t/m3) and Poisson’s

ratio (0.40) are available in [34], together with the theoretical elastic modulus and other

mechanical properties.

It can also be observed that the failure strain tends to rise with higher strain rates:

2.14% at 3.25 × 10−5s−1, 2.38% at 3.25 × 10−4s−1 and 2.54% at 8.12 × 10−3s−1.

2.3. PET-based polymeric foam

The second element of the reinforcement consists of six prisms of a PET-based, closed-

cell foam with commercial name ArmaFORM PET/W AC 135. Six triangular prisms are

inserted between the glass fiber plates and the extruded tube, as shown in Figure 1a.

Given that this material is manufactured through an extrusion process, some anisotropy

in the mechanical properties can be expected. Therefore, the material parameters were

obtained in the load direction of the crash box, which is orthogonal to the direction in

which the foam was extruded during its manufacture process. Meeting the requirements

of ISO 844:2014 [35], specimens of 50 × 50 × 30 mm were extracted and loaded in

uniaxial compression at different rates along the 30mm direction, which is orthogonal to

the extrusion orientation. Additionally, this material was tested at an elevated strain rate
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Figure 5: True stress-strain curves obtained from experimental uniaxial tests at different strain rates from

smooth tensile specimens of Ultramid A3WG10 BK00564

using a drop tower in which a mass of 8 kg was dropped at 6.78m/s on specimens with

dimensions 50 × 50 × 40 mm, cut in the same direction as the ones for the quasi-static

compression tests.

True stress-strain curves were computed taking into consideration the compressibility

of the material, as follows:

σ = s exp
(
−2νpε1

)
, (1)

where σ is the true stress, s is the engineering stress, νp is the plastic Poisson ratio and ε1
are the axial true strains. An additional assumption was made when it comes to obtaining

the plastic Poisson’s ratio, originally defined for isotropic materials as the ratio of the

transverse plastic strains to the plastic strain in the load direction:

νp =
ε

p
2,3

ε
p
1
. (2)

Considering the anisotropy of the material (εp
2 , ε

p
3) the mean value of both transverse

directions was used to obtain the transverse plastic strain. According to this, a value of

νp = 0.089 is derived from the uniaxial compression tests.

Table 2 contains a summary of the mechanical properties of the PET foam in the

orientation orthogonal to the extrusion direction, and the stress-strain curves for three

different loading rates are plotted in Figure 6. The continuous line for 6.78m/s is an

average of the original signal (dashed line) so that the noise arising from stress waves

traveling along the load cell can be removed. Some strain rate sensitivity was observed.
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Property Value at 6mm/min

Density [t/m3] 0.135

Young’s modulus [MPa] 20.41

Elastic Poisson ratio 0.10

Initial yield stress [kPa] 770.00

Plastic Poisson’s ratio 0.09

Table 2: Material properties and model parameters of ArmaFORM PET/W AC 135 PET-based foam in the

direction orthogonal to extrusion
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Figure 6: True stress-strain curves from uniaxial compression tests at different loading rates for Armaform

PET/W AC 135 PET-based foam in the direction orthogonal to the extrusion direction.
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3. Component testing program

3.1. Quasi-static compression tests

Low-speed compression tests were carried out on the components to assess their

quasi-static behavior. An INSTRON 1332 universal test machine was employed for this

task. Components were axially compressed at a constant rate of 50 mm/min until bottoming

out of the part, i.e. approximately 200-250mm. Three parallel component tests were

carried out and named C1, C2 and C3. Additionally, for comparative purposes, an empty

circular extrusion (C0), a glass-fiber reinforced extrusion (CG) and a foam-filled extrusion

(CF) were tested as well. Table 3 contains a summary of the tested components in the

quasi-static campaign.

All specimens were triggered at their impacted ends by bending inwards the generatrix

edge of the aluminum extrusion about 2 mm, forcing the progressive collapse to start with

a stable concertina mode. For all components except C0, triggering was only possible in

those regions which are not in initial contact with the glass-fiber structure or the foam (see

Figure 1a). For the sake of consistency, the same triggering pattern in specimen C0 was

used even though its entire edge could be bent inwards. Minor geometrical imperfections

were also detected in the cross-section of the extrusion consisting of a deformation about

1mm in the circular geometry, and the triggering helped also to avoid undesired collapse

modes caused by this fact.

3.2. Dynamic impact tests

Crash boxes should behave in a similar, predictable way independently of the impact

speed. In order to verify this point, dynamic impact tests were carried out on the chosen

design. Components were tested at a high rate using a large pendulum accelerator,

Figure 7. The reader is referred to [36] for a detailed description of the pendulum

accelerator at SIMLab, but a brief description is provided next. The test rig consists of a

hydraulically-actuated rotational arm which accelerates a trolley with a mass of 1500 kg

to a certain velocity. The trolley was equipped with a 500 kN load cell in order to obtain

forces, displacements, velocities and accelerations. Displacement measurements were also

checked with a high-speed camera which recorded the impact behavior at a frame rate of

16000 frames per second. The differences between both measurements were negligible.

Initial impact velocities were checked with a photocell, which provided an estimated

error of a 1.3% on the preset speed of 10m/s. The last 50mm of the specimens were

clamped and screwed to a massive concrete reaction wall (150 000 tonnes), which gives a
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free deformation length of 300mm. For safety reasons, two buffers had to be placed at

both sides of the specimen to stop the trolley safely and to avoid extreme force values in

the load cell due to the bottoming-out of the specimens. This caused that the obtained

force-displacement curves were only valid before the contact between the trolley and the

buffers, which in this case occurred after 185mm of axial crushing. A photograph of the

clamped component and the two safety buffers is provided in Figure 8. Two components

were tested at 10m/s under the described impact conditions, labeled D1 and D2 (see test

matrix in Table 3).
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Figure 7: The «kicking machine» or pendulum accelerator at SIMLab facilities. Image taken from [37], used

with permission.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Quasi-static compression tests

The force-displacement curves obtained from the quasi-static axial crushing tests are

shown in Figure 9 for an empty tube and for tubes with reinforcement. The current average

crushing force is also provided in Figure 10, obtained as

Favg =
1

δ

∫
Fdδ. (3)
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Figure 8: Impact test set-up: component (center) and safety buffers (sides). The component is airbrushed

with black paint to avoid reflections in the images captured by the top camera.

As additional information, Figure 11 contains some sequential pictures of the tests

where the different collapse modes can be observed.

It is interesting to point out the different modes developed by the component depending

on its inner reinforcement:

• The empty tube (C0) developed a concertina-like collapse at the beginning (due

to triggering) which evolved into a three-lobe diamond mode. Although the latter

is theoretically more efficient for energy absorption purposes, it is also true that

larger strains are reached in the vertices and therefore fracture can be present. This

is specially threatening in aluminum alloys with temper T5 or T6, which are less

ductile than, for example, T4. It was indeed observed some incipient fracture in this

specimen in the diamond lobes. In fact, a first fracture can be easily observed in the

transition between the two modes in the force-displacement curves, at a crushing

distance of 90mm approximately, Figure 9. Besides, the lobe wavelengths for the

diamond mode are larger than the ones for the concertina mode, thus a minor number

of lobes can be developed with a diamond-like collapse. This specimen showed

six concertina lobes (three inwards and three outwards) and four alternate triangles

up to a crushing length of 250mm. This relatively high number of lobes is due to

the reduced hardening shown by the T5 temper (Figure 3), which concentrates the

yielded regions and therefore the lobe lengths are reduced. A picture of the axially
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Figure 9: Force-displacement curves resulting from the quasi-static axial crushing of different configurations
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Figure 10: Current mean crushing force of the quasi-static compression tests for components C0, C1, C2 and

C3.
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(a) δ = 4.7mm (b) δ = 137.1mm (c) δ = 239.0mm

(d) δ = 5.0mm (e) δ = 137.4mm (f) δ = 228.0mm

(g) δ = 5.0mm (h) δ = 137.4mm (i) δ = 255.7mm

Figure 11: Quasi-static compression tests: progressive collapse of specimen C0 (a to c), and components C1

(d to f ) and C2 (g to i). The collapse mode of the component C3 was omitted here for brevity, as it was

identical to C2.
13



Component label Characteristics Test speed

C0 AA6063-T5 extrusion Quasi-static

CG AA6063-T5 extrusion + GFRP struc-

ture

Quasi-static

CF AA6063-T5 extrusion + PET-foam

prisms

Quasi-static

C1, C2 and C3 (repetitions) Full component: AA6063-T5 extru-

sion + GFRP structure + PET-foam

prisms

Quasi-static

D1 and D2 (repetition) Full component: AA6063-T5 extru-

sion + GFRP structure + PET-foam

prisms

Impact at 10m/s

Table 3: Summary of the testing campaign: labels and descriptions of the tested designs

crushed specimen C0 is presented in Figure 12a.

• Specimen CG exhibited the same pattern as C0: six concertina folds (three inwards,

three outwards) and a series of diamond lobes. These are slightly more irregular

due to the presence of the glass fiber plates inside the structure. Relatively large

fragments of the plates were found after the test, so the energy absorption of this

design is not exploited at its best. The force-displacement curve for this specimen

is analyzed in Section 4.4 (Figure 16a), and a picture of the crushed specimen is

offered in Figure 12b.

• Specimen CF developed a transition mode very similar to the one observed in

specimen C0, with four concertina lobes (two inwards, two outwards) followed by a

series of diamond-like lobes. Also, only very minor fracture initiations were observed

in some corners of the diamond lobes. The similarities between C0 and CF are

explained by the presence of gaps between the foam prisms and the outer extrusion

in the undeformed configuration, which prevents any interaction of the foam with the

extrusion. The reader is referred to Figure 16a for the force-displacement curve of

CF and Figure 12c for a picture of the crushed specimen.

• Regarding the full components, component C1 showed also a combined collapse
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mode (concertina to 3-lobe diamond) with some crack initiations in the triangular

lobes, which are perceptible in Figures 11e and 11f. However, components C2 and

C3 developed a very stable concertina collapse mode with 19 folds developed at a

crushing distance of 225mm, and the differences between these two were minimum.

Crushed component C3 is depicted in Figure 12d. Nevertheless, even though C1

collapsed in a mixed mode, the average force levels for the three full components

were very similar (Figure 9).

4.2. Crashworthiness assessment

A well-known terminology has been used to evaluate the structural crashworthiness of

the tested components. These are:

Absorbed energy (Ea) The energy absorbed during crushing can be obtained as the area

under the load-displacement curve:

Ea =

∫ δmax

0
F (δ) dδ , (4)

where δmax is the total axial crushing distance and F (δ) the value of the crushing

force.

Specific Energy Absorption (SEA) It is defined as the ratio between the absorbed energy

and the mass of the specimen (m):

SE A =
Ea

m
. (5)

Mean crushing load (Pm) The mean of the values of the crushing force. It can be obtained

as the ratio of the absorbed energy to the total displacement of the specimen’s head

or crushing length (δmax):

Pm =
Ea

δmax

. (6)

Crush force efficiency (CFE) The ratio between the mean load (Pm) and the initial peak

load (Ppeak). This crush force ratio should be as high as possible, in order to reduce
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(a) Specimen C0 (b) Specimen CG

(c) Specimen CF (d) Component C3

(e) Component C2 cut and unassembled for analysis

Figure 12: Specimens C0, CG, CF and component C3 after quasi-static axial crushing
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the eventual accelerations peaks suffered by the occupants during a crash and the

strong variations in the forces transmitted to other structural members:

CFE =
Pm

Ppeak

. (7)

The previous crashworthiness indicators have been obtained for a crushing length

of 228mm (65%) for the proposed design and the empty extrusion. A very remarkable

increase in the absorbed energy is achieved, even though the specific energy absorption of

the design is slightly reduced compared to the aluminum extrusion alone. Besides, the crush

force efficiency is strongly enhanced as well, since there is almost no difference between the

initial peak load and the mean load. The differences in the initial peak loads for identical

components (C1, C2, C3) lie in the minor differences when triggering the components

manually. These results can probably be improved with a larger crushing distance since no

clear bottoming-up was reached. All results are listed in Table 4, including the developed

collapse modes: C (concertina), D3 (3-lobe diamond).

Collapse mode Mass [g] Ppeak [kN] Pm [kN] CFE Ea [kJ] SEA [kJ/kg]

Specimen C0 C→D3 738 131.56 53.84 0.41 12.30 16.66

Component C1 C→D3 1737 122.92 103.19 0.84 23.57 13.57

Component C2 C 1737 122.12 98.70 0.81 22.54 12.98

Component C3 C 1737 119.17 97.30 0.82 22.25 12.80

Table 4: Crashworthiness parameters for an AA6063-T5 circular extrusion and for the proposed design

obtained from quasi-static compression tests (both triggered) for a crushing distance of 228 mm. Collapse

modes: C (concertina), D3 (3-lobe diamond).

4.3. Dynamic impact tests

The force-displacement curves obtained from the dynamic tests in the pendulum

accelerator are shown in Figure 13a, where the corresponding quasi-static curves are

presented as well for comparative purposes. These dynamic curves have been filtered

using a moving-average filter to remove part of the high-frequency signals caused by the

stress waves traveling along the load cell. Note that, as explained in Section 3.2, these

results are only valid up to a crushing distance of 185mm due to the presence of two

safety buffers. Folding lengths were increased in the dynamic tests, as can be appreciated
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in Figure 13a, where the distance between consecutive folding peaks is shorter in the

quasi-static curve than in the dynamic curves. Average force-displacement curves are also

provided in Figure 13b, where it can be seen that larger folding lengths in the dynamic

tests led to a certain reduction of the mean force and, thus, the absorbed energy.
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(a) Force-displacement curves.
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(b) Average force-displacement curves.

Figure 13: Instantaneous and average force-displacement curves obtained from the dynamic impact tests on

components D1 and D2 at 10m/s. A slight reduction of the folding lengths can be observed in the dynamic

curves compared to the quasi-static values.

Identical concertina collapse modes have been observed in both specimens (D1 and D2),

matching those obtained for specimens C2 and C3. 18 folds were developed for a crushing

distance of 225mm, i.e. one less fold than the quasi-static specimens. A sequential view of

one of the tests is offered in Figure 14, and a view of components D1 and D2 after impact

is provided in Figure 15

(a) δ = 5mm, t = 0.51 ms. (b) δ = 5mm, t = 9.66 ms.

(c) Component after spring-

back.

Figure 14: Sequential images from the 10m/s impact test of component D2 in the kicking machine (top

view).
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Figure 15: Components D1 (left) and D2 (right) after impact test at 10m/s. The clamped length of 50mm is

clearly appreciable.

The absorbed energy up to 185mm of components D1, D2 and C3 is provided in

Table 5. The slight decrease in energy absorption compared to the quasi-static tests was

due to the reduction of the folding length observed in the dynamic components.

Component label Absorbed energy up to 185mm [kJ]

D1 (10 m/s) 15.92

D2 (10 m/s) 16.84

C3 (quasi-static) 17.31

Table 5: Energy absorbed up to an axial crushing of 185mm by components D1 and D2 (impact) and C3

(quasi-static).

4.4. Assessment of the interaction effect of the polymeric foam

When foam-filled metal columns are subjected to a crushing process, it is usual to

observe that the total force-displacement curve is higher than the sum of the curves

corresponding to each part separately [12, 13]. This is due to the interaction of the foam

with the metal walls: the foam acts as a constraint which reduces the buckling length and,

therefore, increases the number of lobes to be developed. In the proposed design, this

phenomena could appear between the foam and the extrusion and also between the foam
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and the glass-fiber plates, since the former acts as a confinement which could contribute to

a more efficient, progressive failure of the latter.

Hanssen et al. [12, 13] investigated the interaction between aluminum foam fillings and

aluminum extrusions. In particular, they developed an additive design formula to obtain

the average crushing force of circular aluminum extrusions with aluminum foam filler

accounting for the interaction effect. This formula reads as

Favg = F0
avg + A fσ f + Cavgσ

α
f σ

(1−α)
0 bβmh(2−β), (8)

where Favg is the total average crushing force, F0
avg is the average crushing force of the

empty aluminum extrusion, σ f is the yield stress of the aluminum foam, bi is the inner

diameter of the extrusion, σ0 is the yield stress of the aluminum alloy, bm = b − h, and b

and h are the outer diameter and wall thickness of the extrusion, respectively. Lastly, Cavg,

α and β are parameters to be calibrated.

Since this design contains three different materials, it was necessary to evaluate each

material separately in order to analyze how far the total response of the crash box was

better than the sum of the three materials separately. However, neither the foam prisms nor

the glass-fiber structure can be crushed alone: the foam columns buckle outwards and the

GFRP plates fall apart after incipient fracture. Therefore, both materials were analyzed

inside the aluminum extrusion and denoted CG (GFRP) and CF (foam), Table 3.

The force-displacement curves for CG and CF specimens are plotted in Figure 16a,

together with the curves obtained for the aluminum extrusion alone (C0) and the complete

component C1. Specimen C1 was chosen because its mixed collapse mode is more similar

to the ones obtained for specimens C0, CF and CG. It is clearly seen that the individual

contribution of the foam and the glass fiber plates was very small (see Figure 16a), which

is an indicator of the presence of some kind of additional contribution generated by the

interaction between the materials.

It was analyzed if this phenomenon could be explained with the well-known interaction

effect between the foam and the aluminum extrusion, even though the contacts between

these parts are not closed before crushing. To this end, and following Hanssen’s procedure

[12, 13], the curves for the empty extrusion (C0), the foam-filled extrusion (CF), an

estimation of the response of the foam prisms in uniaxial compression and the sum of this

estimation and the empty extrusion were plotted together (see Figure 16c). The estimation

was made because of the infeasibility of obtaining the crushing response of the foam prisms

alone without buckling. In view of the curves, it can be seen that the sum of C0 and
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foam is approximately equal to the response of specimen CF (see curves in Figure 16c

and absorbed energies in Table 6), and therefore it can be stated that the interaction effect

between foam and extrusion is negligible. However, an improvement of the interaction

levels was observed as the crushing length increased, which was due to the fact that the

space between foam and extrusion closed with the axial compression. Hence, closing the

space between materials when designing a multi-material component for energy absorption

is important.

Once the interaction between foam and extrusion was found to be of minor importance,

the force-displacement curves of component C1 to the sum of specimen CG and the

estimated response of the foam were compared (see Figure 16e). A major difference

between these curves was now observed and gray-shaded. Given that the foam is negligibly

interacting with the extrusion, this improvement can only be due to the interaction (or

confinement) of the foam and the glass-fiber plates. Indeed, the foam constrains the plates

so that they do not fell apart after their first brittle fractures and keeps them in position for

further degradation. In order to quantify this effect, the absorbed energies of component

C1, CG and the sum of CG and foam are provided also in Table 6. A major difference

(from 16.76 kJ to 23.57 kJ) arises as a consequence of the interaction effect.

C0 CG CF Foam (est.) C0 + foam CG + foam C1

Ea at δ = 228mm [kJ] 12.30 14.04 16.08 2.72 15.02 16.76 23.57

Table 6: Energy absorbed by the compared specimens up to 228mm.

With the aim of verifying this last statement, component C3 was cut (see Figure 12e)

and compared the extracted GFRP debris with the spare GFRP fragments resulting from

specimen CG. A comparison of the sizes of the fragments showed that the GFRP was more

severely damaged when confined by the foam, Figure 17, and thus an increased contribution

to the global energy absorption was achieved.

In order to quantify this interaction, and based on [12], α and β are taken equal to 0.5

and 1, respectively, for Equation (8). The value of σ f was taken equal to σ0.3 = 933.27

kPa and A f = 9475.37 mm2, σ0.3 being the compression true stress corresponding to a

true strain of 0.3 at a rate of 6mm/min. This value has been taken as representative for

the stress plateau in the stress-strain response of the foam. Due to the presence of mixed
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Figure 16: Force-displacement curves of different material combinations for the evaluation of the interaction

effects in the proposed design.
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(a) GFRP debris after crushing specimen CG (b) GFRP debris after crushing component C3

Figure 17: Comparison of the fragments of GFRP after crushing of specimen CG and component C3. A

more important degradation is observed for the latter.

collapse modes, the average crushing force of the empty aluminum extrusion is obtained

from the experiments, with a value of 53.84 kN. Furthermore, the last term of Hanssen’s

original equation was modified in order to account for the mechanical properties of the

GFRP. To that end, the ultimate tensile strength σu = 200MPa has been included. The

exponents of this last term were changed to 1/3 to keep the dimensional consistency of the

formula. To sum up, the expression proposed for our design reads as

Favg = F0
avg + σ f A f + Cavg 3

√
σ fσ0σubmh (9)

The GFRP sheets cannot be crushed without a confinement because they buckle and

fall apart. Therefore, their contribution is linked to the interaction effect. For this reason,

the first addend (F0
avg) refers to the average crushing force of the aluminum tube, i.e., the

full component without any filling. This is related to the term in Hanssen’s equation for the

empty extrusion F0
avg, which also corresponds to the full component minus the foam part.

The values of Cavg were obtained for different crushing lengths and compared to the values

obtained by Hanssen. These values are presented in Table 7.

Crushing length (%) 20 30 40 50 60

Cavg (Hanssen) [13] 1.08 2.07 2.45 2.74 2.90

Cavg (present) 2.46 2.65 3.09 3.67 4.29

Table 7: Cavg parameters for circular extrusions filled with aluminum foam (Hanssen, [13]) and circular

extrusions filled with PET foam and GFRP (present).
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In view of Table 7, it can be stated that the interaction effect for the proposed design

linked to the term Cavg 3
√
σ fσ0σubmh was larger than for Hanssen’s design, but in the same

order of magnitude. This increment was due to the strong interaction between foam and

GFRP and also to the fact that the contribution of the GFRP alone was negligible, i.e. its

contribution arose only from its interaction with surrounding materials.

5. Conclusions

An experimental study on the crashworthiness of a three-material crash box has been

carried out, including a material testing campaign. The components were analyzed

quasi-statically and under impact and the following conclusions can be drawn:

• It was observed that aluminum alloy AA6063 in temper T5 exhibits a very good

performance in energy absorption by axial crushing, due to its high yield stresses

and sufficient ductility. Only minor fracture initiations were found.

• The energy absorption of the aluminum tube reinforced with PET foam and GFRP

increased by almost 100% when compared to an empty extrusion, in exchange for a

16% reduction of the specific energy absorption. Besides, the crush force efficiency

was increased from 0.41 to 0.83. The components behaved in a very similar way at

quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions.

• The separate contributions of the three different materials to the force response of

the complete component were analyzed and quantified, as well as the interaction

and confinement effects. A strong contribution was found in the interaction between

the glass fiber and the foam, since the latter confined the former enhancing its

performance. Moreover, a negligible interaction was observed between the foam and

the extrusion. This is due to the fact that both parts are not in closed contact in the

undeformed configuration. Finally, the interaction effects in the proposed design

arising from the foam-GFRP interface have been quantitatively compared to the ones

observed for aluminum foam filled extrusions.

• The quantification of the interaction effect was carried out using a modification of

Hanssen’s formula for foam-filled sections. This modification consisted of including

the ultimate tensile strength of the glass fiber in the interaction term, with the

correspondent change of exponents for dimensional consistency.
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• The absorbed energy of the aluminum extrusions reinforced only with PET foam or

only with GFRP was not significantly higher than the absorbed energy of the empty

extrusion, given the excellent characteristics of the alloy; but a very remarkable

enhancement was indeed produced when all the three materials were combined in

a single design. This is explained by the fact that the foam confines the glass fiber

plates, improving their performance.
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